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Introduction
The study on kiiraka-theory has taken another new dimension recently in
connection with the Knowledge Representation Scheme (KRS) (using
Semantic Nets) in the fields of Artificial Intelligence (AI). The issue involved
here is: Whether Sanskrit being a Natural Language (NL) is accessible to
computer processing or not. Briggs (1985), an American computer scientist
claims that the Shastric Sanskrit, being a NL is most suitable as an interlingua
for Machine Translation (MT) in the field of AJll. In his opinion the early MT
effort failed since there was no known method for extracting samantics from
syntax. He says (1986) 'In order to construct a computational model for MT,
research must be done to construct how human beings understand language' 2l.
Indian theoriticans in the schools of Navya-Nyaya (Neo-school of logic),
Navya-VyiikarafJa (Neo-school of grammer) and Mfmiimsii have invented a
very sophisticated device to explore the verbel knowledge from the syntax
through semantics for its unambiguous representation known as siibdabodha.
The theory of siibdabodha presents a scheme for knowledge acquisition from
the hearer's point of view, when a competent hearer listens to a wellformed
sentence. The verbal knowledge acquisition from a sentence depends upon its
structure, which involves syntax and semantics. In this context the kiirakatheory plays the most significant role since a sentence is defined in terms of
kriyii (action) and kiiraka (factor) and their relations (anvaya!samsarga) 3l.
In this paper, I shall deal with a problem which is relevent to the KRS in
AI, overlaps two distinct fields of Indian siistric study viz. siibdabodha scheme
and the kiiraka-theory. As I have stated before, the kiiraka-theory has a very
significant role to play in the siibdabodha scheme. I shall first of all present
here the structure of siibdabodha and then the kiiraka-theory with special focus
on the mutual dependency of the kiirakas in the accomplishment of the main
action.

SABDABODHA: THE BACKGROUND AND ITS STRUCTURE
Vatsyayana, the author of the commentary on Nyiiya-sutra of Gautama
proposes that the entire world of entities constitute the quadrangle viz.
pramiitii (the cogniser), pramilfJa (the means of valid knowledge), prameya
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(the objects) and pramiti (the valid knowledge) 4l. The old school of Nyiiya
deals with all these entities of the quadrangle, whereas the neo-school of
Nyiiya mainly deals with only one of them viz. pramii!Ja (the means of valid
knowledge). Thus it is known as pramiiJJa-siistra. The Naiyayikas accept only
four pramii!JaS viz. pratyaka$a (perception), anumiina (inference), upamiina
(analogy) and sabda (sentence/word) and they generate four types of valid
knowledge viz. pratyak$a (perceptual knowledge), anumztz (inferential
knowledge), upamiti ( anlogical knowledge) and siibdabodha (verbal
knowledge ) 5l.
The pramiifta is defined as: pramiikaranam pramii1Jam 6l, i. e. the most
efficient causal factor for the generation of prama (the valid cognition). The
term kara!Ja in the definition refers to one of the six kiirakas accepted by the
Hindu Grammarians. Patiini, the pioneer of Sanskrit Grammatical system has
defined the kiirakas. The most significant point which is quite relevent still
today is that, all the theoriticians in almost all the schools of Indian Philisophy
like Nyaya-Vaisesika, Mimamsa, Vedanta and Vyakarana have accepted the
authenticity of Pal)ini's definitions of kiirakas7l. In this context also, they quote
Pal)ini's definition of kara!Ja, i. e. siidhakatamam kara!Jam (P.1.4.45) (the
most efficient means in the accomplishment of the action) to justify the
definition of pramii!Ja. According to this definition, since the valid knowledge
(pramii) is generated by the most efficient causal factor viz. pramii!Ja which is
treated as the kara!Ja in the accomplishment of the result namely pramiti (valid
knowledge). Therefore, while investigating the nature of pramii!Ja, most of the
exponents of the siistras have discussed the kiiraka-theory in general and the
nature of kara!Ja in particular.
Siibdabodha as we know, is accepted as a separate pramii (valid
knowledge). The term is explained as sabdajanyam siibdam, siibdas ciisau
bodhas ca siibdabodhaf:t, i. e. the knowledge, which is generated by the causal
factor sabda is called siibdabodha (verbel cognition). The word sabda does not
mean a word, but it has a technical sence, i. e. here sabda means 'a
proposition' or 'a sentence'. The tradition defines sabda as iiptaviikyam
sabdah8l (i. e. the sentence of an authentic speaker is called sabda).
The definition of a viikya is also quite controversial. We need not go into
the details here. For the present purpose, I'll quote a definition of viikya
presented by noted traditional lexicographer Amarasimha, the author of
Amarako$a. He defines viikya as: suptifzantacayo viikyam kriyii vii
kiirakanvita 9l. Nagesa (1730-1810 AD), one of the most celebrated
grammarians of the Pailinian school of Grammar from Maharastra (India),
after a thorough investigation of the definitions of viikya, has accepted that of
the definition of Am;;1rasimha. Nagesa explains the said definition of viikya in
the following term: kiirakiinvitakriyiibodhaka-suptifzantacayo viikyam 10l, i. e.
the conglomeration of the substantives with nominal suffixes and the verbs
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which convey the action syntactically ralated with the factors. Thus, the
sentences is defined in terms of the action (kriyti) and the factors (ktirakas)
and their mutual relation 11 ). Therefore, in the system of stibdabodha or
vtikyarthabodha, the theory of karaka plays the most significant role.

SABDABODHA: THE STRUCTURE AND SCHEME.
Now let us see the structure and the scheme of sabdabodha. As we know,
sabdabodha is a separate prama (valid knowledge), represented by the causal·
operation of sabda. The structure of sabdabodha can be laid down in a formal
mode as:
S = (W
W)
+

!

!

!

Sa= (m + R + m)
(Here S stands for sentence, W stands for word, Sa stands for sabdabodha, m
stands for meaning/object (i. e. padtirtha) and R stands for relation.)
We shall discuss on the scheme and methodology adopted for the structural
presentation of sabdabodha later on. But here, for the present purpose, let us
see the minimum scheme to yeild sabdabodha:
( i) Knowledge of the pada (meaningful phonetic unit or grammatical
elements like pratipadika, dhatu, pratyaya etc.) which is treated as the most
efficient causal factor (karaJJa) to yaild sabdabodha.
(ii) Knowledge of the word-meaning (padtirtha =referent or import of the
word) which is treated as the intermidiatory function (dvara) to generate
sabdabodha.
(iii) The knowledge of the relation between the pada and padtirtha known as
sakti, is considered to be the auxilary cause of stibdabodha. (See fig. 1.)
According to most of the scholars in the Indian schools of epistemology,
these three are considered to be most useful causal factors to generate the
sabdabodha 12 ). Jayanta Bhajta (900 AD), another celebrated scholar in the
school of pracina-nyaya (the old school of Logic) thinks, any particular factor
can not be treated to be the most efficient causal factor, (sadhakatama) to
yeild any result13). He opines each one of the factors must be treated as the
most efficient causal factor for the generation of the result or effect (phala).
Therefore, he considers samagrf (collocation or totality of the factors) as the
most efficient causal factors (kara!Ja) for the effect. We need not discuss the
validity of his claim here. But our interest here is to focus on the samagrz (the
collocation) of the sabdabodha, which is the most essential in presenting the
same to the hearer's intellect.
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THE COLLOCATION (SAMAGRI) FOR SABDABODHA
1. A speaker of a recognised linguistic community, who utters a grammatically wellformed sentence to convey some thought/idea to the hearer.
2. The hearer must be competent enough to participate in the same linguistic
community.
3. The competence of the hearer refers to his familiarity with each word
(pada) in the sentence and its import.
4. The familiarity again refers to the significant potency (sakti 14l) of the word
with its meaning, by which its meaning is cognised/presented to the mind
when ever the word is heard.
5. The word in the sentence must have mutual syntactic expectancy
(akank~a 15 )).
6. The logical compatibility amongst the imports of the words, denoted by
the significant potency (sakti) of the words. The hearer is expected to have
sufficient awarness of such compatibility (yogyata 16 )).
7. The words in the sentence must be uttered by the speaker in contiguity or
proximity (asatti or sannidhi17 )) in the temporal sequence of their
utterance.
8. The hearer must be able to guess about the speaker's intention in all the
instances of sabdabodha.
9. The hearer should have auditory perception (Srotrapratyak~a) of each word
in the sentence and thereof he is reminded of the meaning/import of each
word.
10. Each individual import of word, as a consequence of 5 & 6 get related
syntactically with the order and the hearer acquires the knowledge of the
whole meaning/idea intended to be communicated by the speaker.
When these components of the collocation (samagrl) are found intact the
hearer comprehends the knowledge/ idea that the speaker intends to convey
through the verbel utterance. That is called sabdabodha. Now, it is clear from
the above discussion that the sabdabodha mechanism is invented to investigate
the hearer's knowledge that he comprehends from the speaker's linguistic
utterance. That is to say, in the sabdabodha system the Indian epistemologist
analyse the import of the sentence from the listener's point of view. Of course,
as we have seen, the speaker's verbel exercise to convey the meaning/idea with
exactness is taken care of in the system.

NATURE OF KNOWLEDGE
First of all, let us see the nature of the knowledge/cognition. The congition
or knowledge is said - in Nyaya system of Indian Philosophy - to be
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objective. That is to say every piece of knowledge must have reference to
some object. Without an object. one can not apprehend any knowledge
(vi.$ayaniriipyam hi jfitmam. na hi nirvi.$ayakam kificij jfianam sambhavati).
And the vi$aya could be any padarthal artha. In the knowledge, the padarthas
appear in the qualifier-qualificand model (prakara-vise$ya-vidhaya). One of
these padarthas is considered as the chief qualificand or nucleus (mukhyavise$ya) and all other padarthas remain qualifiers or subservient to it.

MODEL OF SABDABODHA ACCORDING TO
THE SCHOOL OF NAVYA-NYAYA
Let us take an example to elucidate the model of sabdabodha.
caitra/J gramam gacchati.
CaitraNom_gramaAcc_gam-v +(Pres.)
Caitra goes to the village
According to the school of Navya-Nyaya, the sabdabodha of this sentence
is:
ekatvavacchinna-gramani$thasamyoganukiila-vyaparanukulakrtiman caitra/J i. e.
'Caitra who is qualified by effort that is conducive to the substratum of which
is the village qualified by oneness'. (See fig. 2)
For the N aiyayikas, the most efficient means of vakyarthabodha/
sabdabodha is pada but not the vakya as a whole. Therefore, first of all the
vakya is analysed into the constituent lexical/grammatical elements, technically
known as padas 19l (six such padas are here.). They denote their respective
meanings called padarthas by their denotative power/potency known as sakti.
All the padarthas get syntactically related with each other by the principle
called samsargamaryada, i. e. the governing law of relation. As we know, the
model of the representation of the padarthas with their relation is said to be
qualifier-qualificand type or attributive-substantive type .. That means, in the
knowledge comprehended from a sentence, the Indian theoriticians focus only
on one padartha which is treated as the chief qualificand or the nucleus of
which all other padarthas are qualifiers or attributes. In the school of NavyaNyaya the padarthaspresented by the prathamanta-pada, i. e. the word ending
with the nominative-case is always (unless otherwise impossible i. e. asati
vadhake) considered to be the chief qualificand20l. In contrast to this view of
the Naiyayikas, the Grammarians consider the main padartha presented by the
verbel base (i. e. dhatvarthamukhyavise.$ya-vyapara) as the chief qualificand.
The Mimaqtsakas treat bhavana, the meaning/import of the verbel suffix as
the chief qualificand in the vakyarthabodha. Coming back to the present
discussion, the prathamantartha, i. e. the agent Caitra is the chief qualificand.
Since he is the agent, he is the substratum of the agentness (kartrtvam =
krtimattvam = krit), which is the meaning of the akhyatapratyaya (the verbal
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suffix) tin. The padartha viz. kartrtva is related to the prathamantartha i. e.
Caitra by the relation called samavaya. The meaning of the verbal base gam'to go' is the activity (vyapara) conducive to the contact (samyoga) of the
agent with the destination. The result (phala) viz. the contact of the agent with
the destination and the activity are considered to be the meanings of the
verbal base (dhatu) gam- 'to go' Vyapara (the activity), one of the meanings of
the dhatu is related to the akhyatartha-kartrtva (i. e. the agentness, the
meaning of the verbel suffix) by the relation called anukulata (conduciveness).
Samyoga i. e. the contact, (the other meaning of the verbal base gam-) is
related to vyapara by the relation viz. janyata or anuktllata. The meaning of
the substantive grama is 'the village' and the meaning of the accusative case
ending -am is karmatva and ekatvasamkhya21 l (number). The number
(samkhya) is related to the substantive grama 'village' by the relation called
paryapti22l or samavaya. The import of the substantive 'village' is related to
one of the meanings of the accusative case-ending (-am) i. e. karmatva 23 l by
the relation called adheytata (substrateness). The karmatva is related to one of
the meanings of the dhatu viz. samyoga (contact) by the relation asrayata
(locusness). Thus· finally we get the sabdabodha as: ekatvavacchinnagramani~tha-samyoganuktllavyaparanuktllakrtiman caitrab; i. e. Caitra, who is
qualified by the volitional effort that is conducuve to the substratum of which
is the village qualified by oneness.

GRAMMARIAN'S THEORY OF SABDABODHA
According to the school of Grammer, vakya (sentence) as a whole is the
cause of vakyarthabodha. For them, the sentence is indivisible i. e. a single
unit without having any part as padas and further as prakrti, pratyaya etc. and
the vakyartha is sphota 24 l. That is how Bhat:rhari's sphota-theory or the theory
of sabdabrahman (the Supreme Verbam) brought a revolution in the world of
meaning analysis of the sentence. This is not the context to deal with the
sphota theory. But the question is : how then the grammarians elucidate the
sabdabodha? The basic problem is, it is said that: padarthanam samsargab
vakyarthab (the syntactico-logical relation of the imports of the words is called
vakyartha). And when the grammerians do not accept padavibhaga i. e. when
they propose the theory that sentence is only one and a single indivisible unit
in the language without having any grammatical part as pada etc, in other
words when they deny the existance of the division of a sentence into words:
how can they explain the sabdabodha scheme? Moreover how can they claim:
sabdasadhutva-vi~aya saisa vyakaralJasmrtib and how to justify the term
sabdanusasana used as synonimous to VyakaralJa? The question of justifying
the derivational system in the grammatical tradition will stand highlighted
above all.
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But the grammarians do have some logical reply to all these questions. To
quote Nagesa:
'tatra prativakyam samketagrahasambhavat tadanvakhyanasya laghunopayenasakyatvac ca kalpanaya padani pravibhajya pade prakrtipratyayavibhagakalpanena kalpitabhyam anvayavyatirekabhyam tattadarthavibhagam
sastramatravi~ayam parikalpayanti sma acarya]:L25 ).
'Since it is difficult to establish the relation between each sentence with its
sense and since there is no more simpler way to elucidate the sense from the
sentence, the sentence is divided into words just by imagination and the words
further ficititiously divided into stem ans suffixes. Then with the help of these
imaginary stems and suffixes, the individual import/meaning is assumed and
due to their syntactico-logical relation, the vakyarthabodha arises. This is all
done by the acaryas (the exponents of the schools of thought), which just has
a technical purpose to solve, but that does not have nay validity in reality.'
Thus, the grammarians agree with the Naiyayikas on the distinction of
prakrti and pratyaya etc. only to give a technical/ formal justification to the
theory of sabdabodha.

MODEL OF SABDABODHA ACCORDING TO
THE SCHOOL OF GRAMMER
Now let us see the structure of sabdabodha according to the school of
grammer. Let us consider the sentence:
Caitras tm:ujulam pacati.
CaitraNom. tal).<,iula Ace. pac-v +(Pres.).
Caitra cooks rice.
The import (sabdabodha) of this sentence according to the grammarians is:
ta!J4ulabhinnasrayaekatvavacchinna-caitrabhinnakartrko
vartamanakaliks
kaviklittyanukiilo vyaparah. i. e. 'The activity viz. cooking occuring in the
present time conducive to the softening which is a change occuring in
something not different from rice and which has an agent none other than
Caitra delimited/specified by singularity. (See Fig. 3)
Here the significant distinction of this view from that of the school of
Navya-Nyaya lies in the fact that the grammarians focus on the main meaning
of the verbal base (dhatu) i. e. vyapara (action), which appears as the chief
qualificand or nucleus. On this ground the AI scientists feel that grammarians
theory is most suitable for the knowledge Representation Scheme (using
Semantic Net) for NLP.

A COMPARISION WITH K.R.S. IN AI
The knowledge representation is defined as 'the process of encoding a
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natural language utterance of Semantic Nets'. According to Briggs (1986)
'What is required is a munimum syntax which is formal and unambiguous'. For
the knowledge representation scheme, the minimum syntax is designed
between two nodes and a relation that connects them (forming a triplet). For
instance, consider this sentence:
kiratal; arjuniiya pasupatiistram prayacchat.
kirataNorn. arjunaDat. pasupatastra pra + da- v+ (Past).
'Kirata (Siva) gave the weapon called pasupatiistra to Arjuna.
The triplets of the semantics nodes can be formed as follows: activity,
instance,
give
give,
time,
past
give,
agent,
Kirata
pasupatastra
give,
object,
g1ve,
receipent,
Arjuan.
(See Fig. 4)
Briggs (1986) thinks that the scheme presented by the school of Indian
Grammarians is very much relevant for the AI scientist for NLP. He has all
the praiss for the grammarians' approach to Siibadabodha scheme. To quote
him:
'This simple idea is fundamental in unambiguous language representation.
What is surprising is that this idea was understood by Sanskrit Grammarians,
forgotten for centuries and understood recently by AI researchers in Natural
Language Processing. The motivation of the latter is clear : in order to build
systems in which language is understood automatically, it is necessary to go
back to the underlying meaning. This exemplifies the engineering approach.
The motive of Sanskrit Grammarians is less obvious. They wanted to understand language for its own sake. Knowledge itself was the goal. The surprising
situation which has developed is one of AI scientists who are either above
looking at ancient approaches to the same problem or who are simply ignorant
that such work has gone on' 26).
The after-math of criticism on Briggs claim is of course very strong. The
issue: Sanskrit being a Natural Language, whether it can satisfy all the
conditions for unambiguous knowledge representation scheme (using Semantic
Nets) in the field of AI still doubtful. His critics have raised the questions on
anaphoric constructions, pronouns, synonyms, homonyms, reflecxive
constructions poetry ect. They say if Sanskrit Language is rich enough (very
rich indeed!) with all these, then it can not be used as an interlingua for
Machine Translation in Computers 27 ).

THE NATURE OF KARAKA
That apart, Briggs presentation of the semantic nodes28 ) related each other
with the connectors (i. e. esp. with the karakas) gives an impression that each
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ktiraka is directly involved or related to the main action. On the contrary, the
ktirakas (mostly) participate in the accomplishment of the main action through
their auxiliary actions. Vacaspati Mishra (C. 9th A.D.) the author of
Nyayavartika-Tatparya-Tika says: pradhanakriyasadhane hetau avantarakriyavisqayukte ktirakasabda/:t pravartate29 ), i. e. 'the term ktiraka is used (in
the context) with an entity which possesses a specific auxiliary action by which
the causal factors participate in accomplishing the main action. Consider this
sentence:
Devadatta/:t kuthare!Ja ka~tham cchinnati.
DevadattaNom kutharalnst ka~thaAcc chid-V+(Pres.)
'Devadatta cuts the wood (into pieces) by means of an axe'.
To analyse the vtikyathabodha of this sentence, one has to be very keen to
abserve what really happens in the external worldly situation. Our observation
reveals that, Devadatta, the agent has an instrument viz. an axe in his hand. A
peice of wood lies before him. Devadatta takes the axe in his hand up and
puts it down with all his force on the peice of the wood. He repeats it again
and again. By this the axe becomes the most efficient cause in separating the
parts of the wood. This, all together is called the cutting activity. Thus, from
the sabdabodha point of view, the main action (denoted by the verbal base
chid- 'to cut') is cutting activity (avayavavisle~anukulavyaptira). The result is
separation of the parts (avayavavisle~a) of the wood. It occures when the
auxiliary activity (viz. unnamana 'taking up' and niptitana 'putting down') is
exercised by the agent and the auxiliary activity of the instrument (viz.
utpatana 'going up' and nipatana 'falling down') is exercised. Thus, our
observation reveals that, the agent participates in the accomplishment of the
main action (in the present context of 'cutting') by exercising his auxiliary viz.
unnamana and niptitana. Therefore, it is said that the kartr is carittirtha
(effective) with kara!Ja ktiraka. In order words, the kartr ktiraka becomes
effective ( carittirtha) with reference to karaJJa ktiraka on its karaka point of
view. On this above observation it can be concluded that one karaka depends
upon another ktiraka with the help of its auxiliary activity to participate in the
accomplishment of the main action.

MUTUAL DEPENDENCY OF THE KARAKAS
This phenomenon of the ktiraka theory, viz. the mutual dependency of the
ktirakas is definitely very important to note on the role played by them in the
knowledge representation scheme in the sabdabodha theory. Pal)ini has
indicated to this phenomenon of the ktirakas in his A~tadhytiyl. In order to
define the sampradtina-karaka, Pal)ini says: karmaJJti yam abhipraiti sa
sampradtinam (P. 1. 4. 32); i. e. 'the entity/ person, whom one wishes to
connect with the object (of the verb-dti 'to give') is called sampradtina
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(recipient). This means according to Pal)ini, sampradana karaka participates in
the accomplishment of the main action through its auxiliary action depending
upon the karma karaka. Some of the acaryas (exponents) of the old school of
Nyaya have also recognised this phenomenon of the kilraka. Bhart:rhari, the
grammatico-philosopher defines adhikaralJa karaka from its dependency point
of view. To quote him:
'kartrkarmavyavahitam asak~ad dharayat kriyam
upakurvat kriyasiddhau siistre 'dhikara!fam smrtam'
(V. P. iii. 7. 148)
1. e. 'The substratum/ locus is said to be that which brings about the
accomplishment of the main action indirectly by holding it through the
intervention of the agent or the object'.
That means, adhikaralJakaraka depends upon the agent or the object to
participate in the accomplishment of the main action.
In this way the investigation on the issue viz. the mutual dependency of the
karakas goes back to as early as Pal)ini. But it is only in a Vedanta text
namely: Kha!ft;fanakha!ft;fakhadya by Srfhar~a 30 l, the complete picture of the
mutual dependency of the karakas is given in a greater detail. Most
surprisingly, to the best of my knowledge, no modern scholar has taken any
note of this phenomenon of the karaka theory.

BHAVANANDA ON THE DEPENDENCY OF KARAKAS
In what follows, I shall give a brief account of the theory of dependency of
the karakas as it is presented by Bhavananda in his Karakacakram 31 l and my
critical appreciation on it.
According to Bhavananda, the karalfa karaka (the most efficient means for
the accomplishment of the main action) is the only karaka which is directly
effective (caritartha) in the main action. He agrees with Brart:rhari on the
dependency of adhikara!fa kiiraka on kart[ as well as karnam.
Take into consideration of this sentence:
Caitraf; sthiilyiim grhe odanam pacati.
CaitraNom. stafiliLoc. g:rhaLoc. adana Ace. pac-v +(present)
'Caitra cooks rice in a pot in the house'.
Here according to Bhavananda, sthalf is caritiirtha (effective) through the
karmakaraka (odana in present context) and the grha is caritiirtha through
kartr kilraka (Caitra in present context) by prompting their respective auxiliary
activities.
Bhavananda, of course justifies the caritiirthya of kartr and karman with
reference to their auxiliary activities in the kara!fa karaka as we have already
explained above.
Bhavananda thinks apadana and sampradana are effective ( caritartha) only
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in kartr kiiraka. For instance:
Briihma!Jilya gam dadati
Brahmal).aDat. go Ace. day+ (present)
'(He) gives a cow to the brahmin'.
Here, the brahmin is called sampradiina kiiraka (recipient) since, he is
responsible in the accomplishment of the main action viz. 'donation' by
allowing the doner to offer the cow. It is said that unless and otherwise the
consent of the recipient, the diinakriyii (donation) can not be performed. Thus
sampradiina kiiraka is responsible in the accomplishment of the main action by
rousing the disire to donate in the mind of the agent. Therefore, the
sampradiina kiiraka is caritiirtha with the agent only.
So also, to justify the ciiritiirthya of apiidiina kiiraka in kartr kiiraka, see
the sentence:
vrk:jiit par!Jam patati.
v:rk~aAbl. parl).aAcc. pat-Y+(Pre)
'The leaf falls down from the tree.'
Here the tree is the apiidana kiiraka (ablative factor) and the leaf is the
agent with reference to the falling activity (patana).
The tree is responsible for the falling of the leaf (the agent) by its auxiliary
activity viz. separation (vibhaga). Thus, apiidana is said to be effective with
the agent (kartr).
(see fig. 5 for the complete picture of dependency of karakas as per
Bhavananda's presentation32).)

A CRITIQUE
In my opinion, Bhavananda's proposal on the dependency of the karakas
can not be justified in all instances. Therefore, the proposed theory of
dependency of the karakas needs some revision. Consider these instances:
( i) dadhna)J, navanftam adatte!aharati.
dadhiAbl . navanitaA cc . a+ da-y -r. cpres en t)/a + hr-Y+ CP rc. ).
(He/She) takes out/collects the butter from the curd.
(ii) vrk:fat pu:fpam avacinoti.
Vfk~a Abl. pu~pa Ace. ava +ely+ (Pre.).
(He/She) plucks flower from the tree.
(iii) caura)J, ko:fata)J,I grhat dhanam corayatilmu:f!Jilti.
cauraNom. ko~aAbl./grhaAbl. dhanaAcc. cur-Y+/mu~-Y+(Pre.).
The thief steals money from the pocket/the house.
In all these instances, the apiidana kiiraka viz. dadhi in ( i ), vrksa in (ii), and
ko:fa/ grha in (iii) are effective through karma kiiraka viz. navanfta in ( i), pu:jpa
in (ii), and dhana in (iii) with reference to the main action expressed by the
verbal bases viz. a+da-la+hr- in (i), ava+ci- in (ii) and cur-lmu:f- in (iii) respec-53-

tively. Therefore, I suggest a modification in the traditional theory as per the
ciiritiirthya of apiidiina kiiraka is concerned that, apiidiina must be treated as
effective either through kartr or through karman, depending on the nature of
the verbel base (dhiitu) its (apiidiina's) participation in the accomplishment of
the main action.
We do not also agree with Bhavananda's proposal on the ciiritiirthyam of
sampradiina kiiraka through kartr kiiraka only. Of course Bhavananda
faithfully follows the traditional concept that, for diinakriyii (the donetion
activity) one has to take the concept from the diinfya i. e. the recipient to
designate himself as sampradiina kiiraka. It is not always possible or not
necessary also in some instances. Consider the following sentences:
( i) jani~yamii!Japautriiya giim dadiiti.
jani~yamal).apautraDat. go Ace. da-Y+(pre.).
'(He) gives a cow to (his) grandson (who is yet) to born'.
(ii) vrk~iiya jalam dadiiti.
Vfk~aDat. jalaAcc. daY+(pre.)
'(He) waters the tree' (Lit. He pours water for the tree).
(iii) khalJtjikopiidhyiiyalJ si~yiiya capetikiim dadiiti.
khal).QikopadhyayaNom. Si~yaDat. CapetikaAce. da-y+ (pre.)
'The wicked teacher slaps (lit. gives a slap to) the student'.
(iv) na sudriiya matim dadyiit.
na (Nagative particle) SlidraDat. matiAcc. da-y+ (Injunct.).
'One should not impart knowledge (of any doctrine) to a sudra'.
In all these cases it will be very difficult to justify the ciiritiirthya of
sampradiina kiiraka (recipient) with reference to their effectivity with kartr
kiiraka. But the same can be explained on its being effective through karman
following Pal).ini's definition of sampradiina kiiraka (P. 1. 4. 32). Therefore, it
will be wise to accept the ciiritiirthya of sampradiina kiiraka through karman
instead of kartr karaka.
Moreover, we do not feel that the effectivity of kartr kiiraka be accepted
only with the karalJa kiiraka and that is the only kiiraka which is caritiirtha
with the main action. Consider the following sentences:
( i) Caitra!J sete
CaitraNom. s!NY+(Pre.)
Caitra sleeps.
(ii) Devadatta!J krftjati
DevadattaNom. kr1<;1Y-(Prc.)
Devadatta plays.
(iii) patram patati
Patra(Nom.) patY-/+(Pre.)
The leaf falls.
In all these cases the kartr is directly carittirtha (effective) with the main
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action. Therefore, in my opm10n the agent is directly effective in (the
accomplishment of) the main action with refernce to almost all the instances of
akarmaka-dhatus (i. e. intransitive verbal bases). One important point must be
noted here is that, the effectivity (caritarthya) of the karakas should be
considered where more than one karaka is stated explicitly in one and the
same construction. But the caritarthya of karakas need not be or rather must
not be treated, when they are implied (adhyahrta) in one and the same
construction. Therefore, the karmakaraka need not be taken to be caritartha
through the implied karm;akaraka when it is stated without its association with
the latter explicitly. On the other hand, its caritarthya can be justified either
directly in accomplishment of the main action or through the agent.
For instance:
Caitral; tm:ufulam pacati.
CaitraNom. tal).<;lula Ace. pac-v +(Pre.)
Caitra cooks rice.
Here as per the sabdabodha viz. tm:ufulani~tha-viklittyankula-pakanukula
krtiman caitral;, it is explained that the tar.ujula (rice, the object in present
context) is directly related with the dhatvartha viklitti and then with the
vyapara. Thus, in such cases where the karalJa is not stated explicitly, the
caritarthya of the karman may be treated directly with the main action only. It
should be noted further that in the ditransitive constructions (i. e.,
dvikarmaka-dhatusthale) the subordinate object (gulJa karman) gets its
effectivity with the main object i. e. mukhya-karman. For instance:
Ma1Javakam dharmam brute.
Mal).avakaAcc.( 3 ) dharmaAcc.(Z) brii-v+ +(Pre.)
(He/ She) teaches (lit. tells) merits/ religious doctrins to the (young)
student.
Here mii7Javaka being the subordinate object depends upon the main
object (i. e. dharman) for its effectivity (caritarthya) with reference to the
accomplishment of the main action. Likewise, in an intransitive construction if
we find a dative case only, its effectivity must be considered with the agent
only. For instance:
(strf) patye sete.
(str1Nom.) patiDat. SIN-V-(Pre.)
(The wife) lies down for (her) husband.
Here we find the detive case is effective with the agent only with reference
to the accomplishment of the main action.
(See fig. No. 6 for the revised theory on the dependency of the karakas33 l)

RESUME
This study on the dependency of the karakas serves an important purpose.
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It gives a complete picture about the supermacy and the dependency of the

karakas, on which we can lay out a scheme to identify and confirm which are
the prominent karakas and which are dependent karakas. In my opinion, the
kart(, karman, and kara!Jans are the prominent karakas and the sampradana,
apadana and adhikara!Jas are dependent karakas. Let us sum up, why the
kartr, karman and kara!Jas are considered as prominent kiirakas.:
1) KARTl~:
( i) Among all the kiirakas, the kartr has supermacy over all other karakas,
since it is the independent one (svatantral; karta, P. 1. 4. 54). It is
svatantra (independent) in the sence that it, not being prompted by any
other kiiraka, prompts all the karakas to participate in the
accomplishment of the main action (karakantaraproyajyatve sati
karakacakrap royo ktrtvam svatantryam).
(ii) apadana, adhikara!Ja and sampradana depend upon kartr (agent) for
their effectivity in the accomplishment of the main action.
(iii) It also direcly participates in the accomplishment of the main action.
2) KARMAN:
(i) The karman (object) is also a prominent karaka, since it is the
substratum of the result of the main action. Sometimes, it is identified
with the result of the main action itself.
(ii) With reference to the karman only, the auxiliary activities of the kara!Ja
kiiraka (instrument) becomes effective, which is traditionaly considered
to be the most prominent karaka.
(iii) Apadana, adhikara!Ja and sampradana also depend upon the karman
through their auxiliary activities in the accomplishment of the main
action.
(iv) It also directly participates in the accomplishment of the main action.
3) KARANA:
( i) Kara!Ja - by its definition (P. 1. 4. 45) - is the most efficient factor in
the accomplishment of the main aciton.
(ii) It is the only kiiraka according to the tradition, which participates
directly in the accomplishment of the main action.
(iii) Kartr and karman also depend upon the kara!Ja in most cases to
participate in the accomplishment of the main action.
(iv) It is only when the kara!Ja exercises its auxiliary activites, the main
action (or the result of the action) is produced (yadvyaparad anantaram
kriyotpattil; tat karakam kara!Jakiirakam ity ucyate). Therefore, the
kara!Ja is said to be most efficient means and its supermacy is
unchallanged.
Jayanta Bhatta, although argues in order to establish the siimagrf (the
collocation or the totality of the causal factors) to be the most efficient means
(karal)a) in the accomplishment of the main action, still, he was forced by his
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critics to accept the separate identity of the agent and the object from his
samagrf (what he considers as the pramtlfJa or kara!Ja). His critics argue that,
if the collocation consists of all the causal factors, which includes even the
subject and object of the knowledge: then the subject, being included in the
collocation will cease to be subject. And if there is no subject, then who is to
apprehend the object to be known by the causal operation? Moveover, as we
know, the Nyaya system of epistemology maintains that the process knowing
comprises the subject (pramata), the object (prameya), the means (pramtlfJa)
and the result (pramiti). If Jayanta Bhatta's samagrf is to be accepted as the
most efficient means (kara!Ja), then the position of Nyaya system of
epistemology will be jeopardised. Moreover, it is a common experience that a
person percieves the entity/object through his organs (eye etc.) and nobody is
known to approve the instrumentality of the collocation34l.
Taking into account of all these arguments, Jayanta finally says'(athava)
kartrkarmavilak~afJtl . ... bodhabodhasvabhavti stimagrf pramtif}am iti' i. e. 'the
pramtif}a is the collocation of both conscious and unconscious conditions,
distinct from a subject and an object' 35 l.
By quoting this, I just wanted to point out that, even Jayant Bhatta-the
exponent of the theory of collocation being the most efficient means-finally
accepts that the agent, the object and the instruments are distinguised causal
factors. This approves our claim that these three ktirakas are prominent
karakas, whereas, the other three karakas viz. apadana, sampradana and
adhikaraf}a karakas are dependent karakas. Needless to state that in our
opinion the sixfold classfication of the karakas maintained by the Hindu
Grammarians stands intact and they are all distinct causal factors for the
accomplishment of the main action.

A NOTE ON FIGURES
I was quite impressed by the use of figures to present and explain the complexity of the theories in
the School of Navya Nyaya in an easy and convincing manner by Yuko Miyasaka in his Ph. D.
dissertation : The Concept of A vacchedakatva in Navya Nyaya, University of Poona (1980) and
subsequently by Toshihiro Wada in his book : Invariable Concomitance in Navya Nyaya, Indian Book
Centre, Delhi (1990). Here my presentation of the figures resemble to that of Miyasaka Y. and Wada
T. but they are different in system. Because, here the figures are used to explain the complexity of
the theories on siibdabodha in general and Kiiraka-dependency in particular, where I had to deal with
the padas (Grammatical/Linguistic entities) as well as padiirthas (denoted meaning of the words) and
their Relations. Whereas the figures in Miyasaka (1980) and Wada (1990) are presented to explain
the complexity of the theories on Anumiina (Inference), where they had to deal with only padiirthas
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(worldly entities) and their relations. I owe both of them for developing a system which insprired me
to develop a similar system for siibdabodha.
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NOTES ON FIRURES 2 & 3
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x is the nominal stem or verbal stem.

y is the nominal suffix (-sup) or
verbal suffix (-tin).

xy is a word

ending either in -sup or in -tin

(pada)

suffix.

2.

Here, upward pointed double-arrowmark refers to the sakti (denotative
potency) of the word viz. X. X means
m
the denoted sense of the stem (X} . So
also Y

m

should be treated as the denoted

sense of a nominal or verbal suffix.

3.

This refers to the relation of X with
m
Ym· The particular relation is indicated
below the figure and is explained in
the particular context in the discussion.
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1. samavaya or paryapti or avacchedakata 2. ni:iiipi tatva 3. a6rayatva
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l. samavaya or pary(ipti or avaeahedakata

4. janyata

5. abheda

6. a6rayata

2. abheda

3. janyata or anukuZata

7. anukuZata or janyata
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Figure 4.

The. arrCM of double line

indicates cG:ritarthya

relation.

Figure 5.

The arro.-1 of double line

indicates cari tarthya

relation.
kriya

Figure 6.
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